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music player 
power switch long time press for volume switch

Short time press for next song

Pause button
long press for automatic radio search

Memory card socket FM radio and music 
conversion button USB socket

Music  player
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Charging precautions
*Batteries can not be reversed.
*battery type: colsed dry battery.
*Please check the charger,battery and plug before charging, if any damage found,
stop using unless repair intact.
*It's normal for battery heating in charging process,if the temperature is too high,
please check either the current flow is too strong or battery internal short-circuit
*To avoid likely damage caused by battery to child,must fix the battery with platen 
*if the vehicle unused for long time, it must be fully charged, and charge once each 
month to ensure the battery life.
*Batteries are only to be charged by adults or children at least 8 years old.
*the batteries of the remote controller are non-rechargeable, do not charge them. 
Batteries should be installed with the correct polarity. Do not mixed different types 
of batteries or new and used batteries. Exhausted batteries must be removed from 
the vehicle.  
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2.4G Bluettoth Remote control

For the remote control function, please take reference to the 
instruction in the remote control box.

1.The maximum loading capacity of this vehicle is 30KGS, 
    and can take only one child.
2.This Vehicle is suitable for children aged 37-96 months.
3.Please use this vehicle under the guidance and supervision of adult. 
   Prohibited to use this vehicle on the road, slopes, highway and other 
   dangerous places. Also prohibited to use this vehicle near swimming 
   pool or any other water area. When driving, children should keep 
  shoes on and wear helmet, and should be seating in the seat and fasten 
  the seat belt.
4.This vehicle can only use the batteries and chargers that approved by 
   the manufacturer.
5.Please keep the vehicle far away from fire.
6.Battery Size: 152(L)*65(W)*96(H) MM
   Battery Specifications: 12V7A
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